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Abstract
Semantic role labeling (SRL) identifies the
predicate-argument structure in text with
semantic labels. It plays a key role in understanding natural language. In this paper, we present P OLYGLOT, a multilingual
semantic role labeling system capable of
semantically parsing sentences in 9 different languages from 4 different language
groups. The core of P OLYGLOT are SRL
models for individual languages trained
with automatically generated Proposition
Banks (Akbik et al., 2015). The key feature of the system is that it treats the
semantic labels of the English Proposition Bank as “universal semantic labels”:
Given a sentence in any of the supported
languages, P OLYGLOT applies the corresponding SRL and predicts English PropBank frame and role annotation. The results are then visualized to facilitate the
understanding of multilingual SRL with
this unified semantic representation.
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Figure 1: Example of P OLYGLOT predicting English PropBank labels for a simple German sentence: The verb “kaufen”
is correctly identified to evoke the BUY.01 frame, while “ich”
(I) is recognized as the buyer, “ein neues Auto” (a new car)
as the thing bought, and “dir” (for you) as the benefactive.

Not surprisingly, enabling SRL for languages
other than English has received increasing attention. One relevant key effort is to create Proposition Bank-style resources for different languages,
such as Chinese (Xue and Palmer, 2005) and
Hindi (Bhatt et al., 2009). However, the conventional approach of manually generating such resources is costly in terms of time and experts required, hindering the expansion of SRL to new target languages.
An alternative approach is annotation projection (Padó and Lapata, 2009; Van der Plas et
al., 2011) that utilizes parallel corpora to transfer predicted SRL labels from English sentences
onto sentences in a target language. It has shown
great promise in automatically generating such resources for arbitrary target languages. In previous work, we presented an approach based on filtered projection and bootstrapped learning to autogenerate Proposition Bank-style resources for 7
languages, namely Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Hindi, Russian and Spanish (Akbik et al.,
2015).
Unified semantic labels across all languages.
One key difference between auto-generated
PropBanks and manually created ones is that the
former use English Proposition Bank labels for

Introduction

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is the task of labeling predicate-argument structure in sentences
with shallow semantic information. One prominent labeling scheme for the English language is
the Proposition Bank (Palmer et al., 2005) which
annotates predicates with frame labels and arguments with role labels. Role labels roughly conform to simple questions (who, what, when, where,
how much, with whom) with regards to the predicate. SRL is important for understanding natural
language; it has been found useful for many applications such as information extraction (Fader et
al., 2011) and question answering (Shen and Lapata, 2007; Maqsud et al., 2014).
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Figure 2: Side by side view of English, Chinese and Spanish sentences parsed in P OLYGLOT’s Web UI. English PropBank
frame and role labels are predicted for all languages: All example sentences evoke the BUY.01 frame and have constituents
accordingly labeled with roles such as the buyer, the thing bought, the price paid and the benefactive.

experiment with the tool to understand the breadth
of shallow semantic concepts currently covered,
and to discuss limitations and the potential of such
an approach for downstream applications.

all target languages, while the latter use languagespecific labels. As such, the auto-generated PropBanks allow us to train an SRL system to consume
text in various languages and make predictions in
a shared semantic label set, namely English PropBank labels. Refer to Figures 1 and 2 for examples
of how our system predicts frame and role labels
from the English Proposition Bank for sentences
in German, English, Chinese and Spanish.
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System Overview

Figure 3 depicts the overall architecture of P OLYGLOT . First, we automatically generate labeled
training data for each target language with annotation projection (Akbik et al., 2015) (Figure 3
Step 1). We use the labeled data to train for each
language an SRL system (Figure 3 Step 2) that
predicts English PropBank frame and role labels.
Both the creation of the training data and the training of the SRL instances are one-time processes.
P OLYGLOT provides a Web-based GUI to allow users to interact with the SRL systems (Figure 3 Step 3). Given a natural language sentence,
depending on the language of the input sentence,
P OLYGLOT selects the appropriate SRL instance
and displays on the GUI the semantic parse, as
well as syntactic information.

Similar to how Stanford dependencies are one
basis of universal dependencies (De Marneffe et
al., 2014; Nivre, 2015), we believe that English
PropBank labels have the potential to eventually become a basis of “universal” shallow semantic labels. Such a unified representation of
shallow semantics, we argue, may facilitate applications such as multilingual information extraction and question answering, much in the
same way that universal dependencies facilitate
tasks such as crosslingual learning and the development and evaluation of multilingual syntactic
parsers (Nivre, 2015). The key questions, however, are (1) to what degree English PropBank
frame and role labels are appropriate for different
target languages; and (2) how far this approach can
handle language-specific phenomena or semantic
concepts.
Contributions. To facilitate the discussions of
the above questions, we present P OLYGLOT, an
SRL system trained on auto-generated PropBanks
for 8 languages plus English, namely Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Hindi, Japanese, Russian
and Spanish. Given a sentence in one of these
9 languages, the system applies the corresponding SRL and visualizes the shallow semantic parse
with predicted English PropBank labels. P OLYGLOT allows us to illustrate our envisioned approach of parsing different languages into a shared
shallow semantic abstraction based on the English
Proposition Bank. It also enables researchers to

Figure 3: System overview
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pings. In (Akbik et al., 2015), we additionally
proposed a process of filtered projection and bootstrapped learning, and successfully created Proposition Banks for 7 target languages. We found the
quality of the generated PropBanks to be moderate
to high, depending on the target language. Table 1
shows estimated precision, recall and F1-score for
each language with two evaluation methods. Partial evaluation counts correctly labeled incomplete
constituents as true positives while exact evaluation only counts correctly labeled complete constituents as true positives. For more details we refer the reader to (Akbik et al., 2015) .

Yesterday, Diego bought his girlfriend some ﬂowers

Ayer, Diego compró ﬂores para su novia
AM-TMP

A0

buy.01

A1

A4

Figure 4: Annotation projection for a word-aligned EnglishSpanish sentence pair.

In the next sections, we briefly describe the creation of the labeled data and the training of the
SRL systems, followed by a tour of the Web UI.
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Auto-Generation of Labeled Data
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We followed an annotation projection approach
to automatically generate the labeled data for different languages. This approach takes as input a
word-aligned parallel corpus of English sentences
and their translations in a target language (TL). A
semantic role labeler then predicts labels for the
English sentences. In a projection step, these labels are transferred along word alignments onto
the target language sentences. The underlying theory is that translated sentence pairs share a degree of semantic similarity, making such projection possible (Padó and Lapata, 2009).
Figure 4 illustrates an example of annotation
projection: Using an SRL system trained with the
English Proposition Bank, the English sentence is
labeled with the appropriate frame (BUY.01) and
role labels: “Diego” as the buyer (A0 in PropBank
annotation), “some flowers” as the thing bought
(A1) and “his girlfriend” as the benefactive (A4).
In addition, “yesterday” is labeled AM-TMP, signifying a temporal context of this frame. These
labels are then projected onto the aligned Spanish
words. For instance, “compró” is word-aligned to
“bought” and thus labeled as BUY.01. The projection produces a Spanish sentence labeled with
English PropBank labels; such data can in turn be
used to train an SRL system for Spanish.
State-of-the-art. Direct annotation projection often introduces errors, mostly due to non-literal
translations (Akbik et al., 2015). Previous work
defined lexical and syntactic constraints to increase projection quality, such as filters to allow only verbs to be labeled as frames (Van der
Plas et al., 2011), heuristics that ensure that only
heads of syntactic constituents are labeled as arguments (Padó and Lapata, 2009) and the use of
verb translation dictionaries to guide frame map-

Semantic Role Labeling

Using the auto-generated labeled data, we
train the semantic role labeler of the MATE
toolkit (Björkelund et al., 2009), which achieved
state-of-the-art semantic F1-score in the multilingual semantic role labeling task of the CoNLL2009 shared task (Hajič et al., 2009). The parser is
implemented as a sequence of local logistic regression classifiers for the four steps of predicate identification, predicate classification, argument identification and argument classification. In addition,
it implements a global reranker to rerank sets of
local predictions. It uses a standard feature set of
lexical and syntactic features.
Preprocessing.
Before SRL, we execute a
pipeline of NLP tools to extract the required lexical, morphological and syntactic features. To facilitate reproducability of the presented work, we
use publicly available open source tools and pre-
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Arabic

part. 0.97 0.89 0.93 0.86 0.69 0.77 0.92 0.87
exact 0.97 0.89 0.93 0.67 0.63 0.65 0.85 0.77

Chinese

part. 0.97 0.88 0.92 0.93 0.83 0.88 0.95 0.91
exact 0.97 0.88 0.92 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.92 0.86

French

part. 0.95 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.76 0.83 0.97 0.95
exact 0.95 0.92 0.94 0.86 0.74 0.8 0.95 0.91

German

part. 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.73 0.83 0.95 0.91
exact 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.91 0.73 0.81 0.92 0.86

Hindi

part. 0.91 0.68 0.78 0.93 0.66 0.77 0.94 0.88
exact 0.91 0.68 0.78 0.58 0.54 0.56 0.81 0.69

Russian

part. 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.91 0.68 0.78 0.97 0.94
exact 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.79 0.65 0.72 0.93 0.89

Spanish

part. 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.85 0.74 0.79 0.91 0.85
exact 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.75 0.72 0.74 0.85 0.77

Table 1: Estimated precision and recall over seven languages
from our previous evaluation (Akbik et al., 2015).
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L ANGUAGE

NLP P REPROCESSING

PARALLEL DATA S ETS

Arabic
Chinese
English
French
German
Hindi
Japanese
Russian
Spanish

S TANFORD C ORE NLP, K HOJA S TEMMER, S TANFORD PARSER
S TANFORD C ORE NLP, M ATE PARSER
C LEAR NLP
S TANFORD C ORE NLP, M ATE T RANSITION PARSER
S TANFORD C ORE NLP, M ATE T RANSITION PARSER
T N TTAGGER, M ALT PARSER
JJST
T REE TAGGER, M ALT PARSER
S TANFORD C ORE NLP, M ATE PARSER

UN, OpenSubtitles
UN, OpenSubtitles

#S ENTENCES

n/a
UN, OpenSubtitles
Europarl, OpenSubtitles
Hindencorp
Tatoeba, OpenSubtitles
UN, OpenSubtitles
UN, OpenSubtitles

24,5M
12,2M
n/a
36M
14,1M
54K
1,7M
22,7M
52,4M

Table 2: NLP tools and source of parallel data used for each language. Since English is the source language for annotation
projection, no parallel data was required to train SRL.
NLP tools: S TANFORD C ORE NLP: (Manning et al., 2014) , T N TTAGGER: (Brants, 2000), T REE TAGGER: (Schmid, 1994), K HOJA S TEMMER: (Khoja and Garside,
1999), S TANFORD PARSER: (Green and Manning, 2010), S TANFORD C ORE NLP: (Choi and McCallum, 2013), M ATE PARSER: (Bohnet, 2010), JJST: proprietary
system, M ATE T RANSITION PARSER: (Bohnet and Nivre, 2012), M ALT PARSER: (Nivre et al., 2006).

trained models where available. A breakdown of
the preprocessing tools used for each language is
given in Table 2.
Data sets.
In order to generate training
data for P OLYGLOT, we used the following
sources of parallel data: The UN corpus of
official United Nations documents (Rafalovitch
et al., 2009), the Europarl corpus of European parliament proceedings (Koehn, 2005), the
OpenSubtitles corpus of movie subtitles (Lison
and Tiedemann, 2016), the Hindencorp corpus
automatically gathered from web sources (Bojar
et al., 2014) and the Tatoeba corpus of language
learning examples1 . The data sets were obtained
from the OPUS project (Tiedemann, 2012) and
word aligned using the Berkeley Aligner2 . Table 2
lists the data sets used for each language and the
combined number of available parallel sentences.
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sented as a grid in which each row corresponds
to one identified semantic frame. The grid highlights sentence constituents labeled with roles and
includes role descriptions for better interpretability of the parsing results.
Below the results of the semantic analysis the
GUI shows two more detailed views of the parsing results. The first visualizes the dependency
parse tree generated using W HATS W RONG W ITH M Y NLP3 , while the second (omitted in Figure 5 in the interest of space) displays the full
syntactic-semantic parse in CoNLL format, including morphological information and other features not present in the dependency tree visualization. These two views may be helpful to users that
wish to identify possible sources of SRL errors.
For instance, a common error class stem from errors in dependency parsing, causing incorrect constituents to be labeled as arguments.
Example sentence. Figure 5 illustrates the result visualization of the tool. A user enters a sentence “Hier, je voulais acheter une baguette, mais
je n’avais pas assez d’argent” (engl. “Yesterday I
wanted to buy a baguette but I didn’t have enough
money”) into the text field. As indicated in the
top left corner, this sentence is auto-detected to be
French.
The results of semantic analysis is displayed below the input field. The first column in the grid
indicates that three frames have been identified:
WANT.01, BUY.01 and HAVE .03. The second row
in the grid corresponds to the WANT.01 frame,
which identifies “je” (engl. “I”) as the wanter and
“acheter une baguette” (engl. “buy a baguette”) as
the thing wanted. The arguments are color-coded
by PropBank argument type for better readability.
For instance, in the PropBank annotation scheme,

P OLYGLOT User Interface

The Web-based GUI of P OLYGLOT allows users to
enter sentences in one of 9 languages and request
a shallow semantic analysis. Figure 5 presents a
screenshot of the GUI. Users begin by entering a
sentence in the text field and clicking on the “parse
sentence” button. As indicated in Figure 3, it is
then passed to a language-specific NLP pipeline
based on the associated language that is detected
automatically by default or specified by the user.
The pipeline tokenizes and lemmatizes the sentence, performs morphological analysis, dependency parsing and semantic role labeling.
Output. The syntactic and semantic parsing results are displayed below the input field, following the design of (Björkelund et al., 2010): The
topmost result table is the semantic analysis, pre1
2

http://tatoeba.org/eng/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/berkeleyaligner/
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https://code.google.com/archive/p/whatswrong/

Figure 5: P OLYGLOT’s Web UI with a French example sentence.
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